This Event-Related Potential (ERP) study investigated whether components commonly measured at test, such as the FN400 and the parietal old/new components, could be observed during encoding and, if so, whether they would predict different levels of accuracy on a subsequent memory test. ERPs were recorded while subjects classified pictures of objects as man-made or natural. Some objects were only classified once while others were classified twice during encoding, sometimes with an identical picture, and other times with a different exemplar from the same category. A subsequent surprise recognition test required subjects to judge whether each probe word corresponded to a picture shown earlier, and if so whether there were two identical pictures that corresponded to the word probe, two different pictures, or just one picture. When the second presentation showed a duplicate of an earlier picture, the FN400 effect (a significantly less negative deflection on the second presentation) was observed regardless of subsequent memory response; however, when the second presentation showed a different exemplar of the same concept, the FN400 effect was only marginally significant. In contrast, the parietal old/new effect was robust for the second presentation of conceptual repetitions when the test probe was subsequently recognized, but not for identical repetitions. These findings suggest that ERP components that are typically observed during an episodic memory test can be observed during an incidental encoding task, and that they are predictive of the degree of subsequent memory performance.
Introduction
Event-Related Potential (ERP) studies of recognition memory at test have revealed two common components: the FN400 and the parietal old/new component (also called the Late Positive Component or LPC). The parietal old/new effect is a late positive deflection over parietal sites often studied in the context of recognition memory, and has been tied to recollection (e.g., Duarte et al., 2004; Rugg and Curran 2007; Voss, Lucas and Paller, 2010; Woodruff et al., 2006; see Yonelinas, 2002 for a review). Evidence for the parietal old/new effect as an index of recollection has primarily come from investigations of source memory. For instance, in listening tasks with male and female speakers, memory can be tested both for whether an item is old and whether the speaker's gender is correctly identified; the parietal old/new effect is more positive for items where the speaker is correctly identified than for items judged old but with the incorrect source. (Wilding and Rugg, 1996; Senkfor and Van Petten, 1998) . Likewise, when subjects are administered a drug that interferes with source memory more than familiarity, such as midazolam, the parietal old/new effect disappears for old items but the FN400 is not affected (Curran et al., 2006) .
While there is considerable agreement that the parietal old/new effect is associated with recollection, there is less agreement concerning the interpretation of the FN400. The FN400 is a negative deflection over the frontal scalp that is more negative for items not seen before, and several studies have found evidence that suggest the FN400 is an index of familiarity used in episodic recognition (e.g., Curran, 2000; Curran and Cleary, 2003; Curran and Doyle, 2011; Duarte et al., 2004 Düzel et al., 1997 Ecker et al., 2007; Groh-Bordin et al., 2006; Rugg and Curran, 2007; Smith, 1993) . Early evidence for this interpretation was found in studies of 'lures' in an old/new task. In these studies, the FN400 appeared for recognized old words and for false RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 4 alarms for unstudied words that were similar to old words, such as words that differed only in their plurality from studied items Curran (2000) . Studies of shallow versus deep encoding provide some converging evidence: while recollection is thought to suffer in the absence of deeper (semantic) encoding, familiarity tends to be relatively unaffected by "depth of encoding" (see Yonelinas, 2002 for a review) . If the FN400 does measure familiarity, one should expect it to appear for items in both shallow and deep tasks while a component tied to recollection, like the parietal old/new, should be stronger following deep encoding. This is exactly what Rugg and colleagues (1998) found. Both this finding and the word plurality finding suggest that the FN400 is an index of familiarity 'strength'.
On the other hand, Paller and colleagues (e.g., Yovel and Paller, 2004; Voss and Paller 2006) have disputed the notion that the FN400 is a 'pure' measure of familiarity. Rather, they propose that the FN400 is an index of conceptual priming. Evidence for this has come from studies that attempt to isolate familiarity from conceptual priming by using meaningless stimuli (e,g., kaleidoscope images). For these conceptually impoverished stimuli, judgments based on familiarity may not always lead to the typical FN400 effect (Paller, Boehm and Voss. 2007; Voss and Paller, 2009; Voss, Lucas and Paller, 2010 ; but see Groh-Bordin et al., 2006 for a counterexample). Voss and Paller, for instance, had subjects study kaleidoscope images, and then make a modified remember/know judgment. High Confidence 'know' responses, despite accuracy well above chance, did not elicit an FN400 significantly different from new items (Voss and Paller, 2009) . By contrast, 'know' responses to more meaningful stimuli reliably show FN400s: (Woodruff et al, 2006) .
The counter argument to FN400s being an index of conceptual priming has involved finding situations where conceptual priming should remain the same across conditions, but still RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 5 leads to differing FN400 amplitudes. Manipulations of color is one such area: Groh-Bordin et al (2006) had drawings of objects in different colors at study, and then either held color constant or changed it at test; changing color led to reliably different FN400s. Similarly, Curran and Doyle (2011) found FN400 differences when manipulating modality from study to test. In their experiment, participants studied either words or pictures, and the representation of the concept could either match (word-word, picture-picture) or mismatch for the recognition test. FN400 differences were reliably smaller for switched modality, and this was not due to memory performance, as studied pictures had higher accuracy regardless of match or mismatch.
Despite this debate, most would agree that there exist two topographically and chronologically distinct ERP components, the FN400 and the parietal old/new effect, which index different processes observed at retrieval. However, no such distinction has been made during the encoding phases.
ERP studies that do focus on encoding have found an increased positivity, usually starting between 400 and 500 ms, for subsequently remembered items compared to items that were forgotten, often called 'Dm' (Paller et al., 1987; Yovel and Paller, 2004; Duarte et al., 2004; Friedman and Johnson, 2000) . Paller coined the term Dm, for 'differences due to subsequent memory' to describe this posterior positivity. Dm studies are one of the few paradigms that allow incidental encoding to be partitioned based on memory strength, and therefore can show distinct effects for stronger versus weaker items at encoding. However, most Dm studies involve only a single presentation of an item, and the classic Dm effect has rarely shown distinctions past that of 'remembered' versus 'forgotten'.
Conversely, to our knowledge, encoding studies of repetition priming have not attempted to partition their trials by Dm analyses. Instead, much of this literature has focused on RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 6 dissociations between implicit and explicit memory. In particular, studies that have contrasted 'explicit' and 'implicit' memory effects have not equated other factors, making it difficult to interpret the findings. For example, while analyses of explicit memory tasks invariably separate hit versus miss trials, or in some paradigms, Remember versus Know versus Miss trials, analyses of implicit memory tasks lump together both well-encoded and poorly encoded trials. In our view, implicit trials should also be partitioned based on memory strength. Of course, it is not possible to ask for memory judgments at the time of the implicit task, as that would make the task explicit. However, a Dm analysis should be a way to finesse this problem. The current ERP study involves up to two item presentations during encoding followed by a later explicit recognition test, thereby enabling back-sorting of encoding trials by subsequent memory. With such a design, one can examine encoding while controlling for the strength of the memory.
The encoding task involves presenting pictures of common objects one at a time that subjects must categorize as natural or man-made. Over the course of this categorization task, some of the repetitions involve the identical picture of an object, some involve showing a different exemplar (different picture) of the same object category while, for some objects, only one picture is presented.
After all pictures have been judged as man-made or natural, subjects are given a surprise recognition memory test in which they are presented with words that correspond to previously seen and unseen object categories. Subjects are asked to indicate whether they can recall seeing a picture that corresponds to the test word and, if so, whether they recall seeing two identical, two different, or just one picture. Their responses to the surprise memory test allow us to separately "bin" each encoding trial (first and second presentation, if there were two) based on its later memory status. This binning allows us to analyze ERP components as a function of the type RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 7 of repetition (identical, conceptual or single), judgment accuracy and type of error. Critically, it also gives us a way to partition incidental effects by memory strength.
Previous work by Ecker and colleagues (Ecker and Zimmer 2009; Küper et al., 2012) used a similar paradigm to ours; they also presented subjects with identical repetitions or different exemplars. Critically, however, their effects were examined during an explicit memory test. In contrast, the current study examines the memory processes evoked during an incidental task (judging natural versus man-made on the second presentation). The advantage of the current study is that it allows us to ask whether the ERP memory components traditionally identified during an explicit memory test will only be observed when a subject engages in an explicit memory decision (and associated motor response) or whether these ERP memory components will also occur when a person is engaged in a task that does not require explicit memory. If the primary factors are memory strength and tacit recollection, then back-sorting by response at test should reveal these effects even in an implicit task.
Another benefit of our paradigm is that it provides a potential test of the familiarity versus conceptual priming debate for the FN400. Identical repetitions and exemplars from the same category should lead to roughly equivalent levels of conceptual priming but differing levels of familiarity. Thus, if different exemplars lead to reduced FN400 differences compared to identical repetitions, this would argue against conceptual priming as the sole factor mediating the FN400.
In summary, the questions we pursue are (1) will we find evidence that ERP components typically associated with explicit memory tasks can be observed during an incidental memory task, provided that we are able to back-sort the encoding trials as a function of subsequent memory? (2) If we do find support for (1), will the FN400 be stronger for identical repetitions RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 8 than conceptual repetitions? Finally, (3) for those encoding pairs that are accurately remembered later, will we observe the parietal old/new effect for both conceptual and identical repetitions, neither of them, or just one type of repetition? Given that the parietal old/new is thought to represent semantic processing, we predict that we should find the effect for both types of repetition.
Results
The behavioral accuracy results focus primarily on performance on the final recognition test although we also examine behavioral priming effects (RT differences) during encoding. The data from the memory test are used primarily to allow us to partition the ERP encoding data based on subsequent memory. These encoding trials are categorized on several dimensions: (a) whether the trial was the first or second presentation of a pair; (b) whether the two presentations involved identical pictures or pictures of visually distinct exemplars from the same category; (c) whether the item was a single presentation, and if so, whether it was shown in the first or second half of the experiment. The single presentations allowed subjects to respond single if they did not remember both presentations but remembered seeing a picture that corresponded to the test probe.
These encoding trials were further classified based on their performance during the subsequent memory test. For example, if a particular item was shown only a single time during encoding and the subject responded that this item was shown only a single time at test, then the complete categorization of the corresponding encoding trial would be "Single, said Single." If there were two different pictures of a shoe and the subject said that there were two different pictures that correct response would lead to the encoding trials being coded as "Different, said RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 9 Different." If the subject thought that there were two pictures of the same shoe but that they were actually different, the encoding trials would be scored as "Different, said Same." 2.1 Behavioral Analyses Figure 1 shows the distribution of test responses for each repetition type. The percent correct is the proportion of responses that match the correct answer. The figure also provides the distribution of erroneous responses for each condition. In general, subjects are highly accurate at selecting the correct answer for a given type of test probe. For example, subjects are far more likely to say "new" than anything else when no picture corresponded to a test probe; they are far more likely to respond "single" when there was only one picture that corresponded to the probe, and far more likely to respond "same" than any other respond when there were two identical pictures shown. The only condition that gave as many erroneous responses as correct responses was the "different" condition. Even in this condition, though, subjects were generally correct in that some form of the object had appeared twice at encoding.
Although it appears that the different condition is less accurate than the same condition, they only differ in response bias, not memory sensitivity. Subjects were far more likely to respond "same" when the correct answer was different than they were to respond "different" when the correct answer was same. To quantify potential differences in memory sensitivity and response bias, we calculated d' and  for each subject for both types of pairs (Green and Swets, 1966) . For the same repetition condition, a hit was defined as a trial where the subject responded "same" when the pictures were identical and a false alarm was responding "same" when the two pictures were different. For the different repetition condition, a hit was defined as a trial where the subject responded "different" when the two pictures were different, and a false alarm was defined as saying "different" when the two pictures were identical. The two conditions did not show reliable differences in discriminability, d'=.59 for different exemplars and .51 for identical repetitions, t=1.43 p > .1. On the other hand, there was a reliable difference in response bias, = 2.12 for different exemplars and =1.24 for identical repetitions, t=2.33, p < .05. As larger values of  reflect a more conservative response, this result suggests that subjects were simply much less likely to respond "different" when they were unsure than they were to respond "same" when they were unsure. All ERP analyses were done on the encoding trials recoded as described above in the behavioral results. Because the number of observations for each recoded group was limited by the response of the subject at test, some of the recoded categories had fewer observations per subject than others. As a consequence, we focused on the three categories of repetitions that have at least 15 observations/subject: the correct responses for different exemplars and identical repetitions, and different exemplars that were judged as the same.
In order to analyze the FN400 and parietal old/new ERP components, we focused on two clusters of electrodes, a frontal cluster (F3, Fz, and F4) and a parietal cluster (P3, Pz, P4), and two time windows, 300-450 ms for the FN400, and 450-700 ms for the parietal old/new effect; similar clusters of electrodes and times windows have been shown to elicit these components when recorded at test (e.g., Curran and Cleary, 2003; MacKenzie and Donaldson, 2007; Voss and Paller, 2009; Yovel and Paller 2004 ). Identical repetitions correctly judged "same" showed a marginal effect of presentation, F(1, 22) = 3.98, p = .058; however, this was qualified by an interaction with electrode site F(1, 22) = 9.49, p < .01, such that these differences appeared to be driven more by the frontal than the parietal cluster. Follow-up tests confirmed that at the parietal cluster alone this effect does not reach significance (p>.1) although numerically it was in the right direction 4 , while the frontal cluster showed a reliable difference between first and second presentation, F(1, 22) = 9.28, p <
.01. Figure 7 shows the averaged waveforms at the P3, Pz, and P4 electrodes.
[Insert Figure 6 about here]
[Insert Figure 7 about here]
Analyses of ERP Results without Back-Sorting
To test whether these effects were in fact due to differences in subsequent memory, the same analyses were conducted on all encoding trials regardless of the accuracy of the memory For the parietal old/new effect, when there was no back-sorting based on subsequent memory, both identical and different exemplars showed effects of repetition, F(1, 22) = 9.43, p < .01; F(1, 22) = 6.58, p < .05, respectively, but these were qualified by interactions with electrode site, such that these differences were greater at the frontal cluster than at the parietal cluster.
Follow up tests for identical repetitions and different exemplars at only the parietal cluster showed no reliable effects, all ps > .1).
Discussion
Our results indicate that the FN400 and the parietal old/new effects are observed not only during explicit memory tasks, as previous research has noted, but also during performance on an incidental task that does not require an explicit memory judgment. When memory strength is controlled for by back-sorting these incidental encoding trials based on subsequent memory, we found that both ERP components showed robust effects. Furthermore, the different patterns of the parietal old/new effect were found to predict the accuracy of the response for different types of stimulus pairs. Despite the incidental nature of the task, neither the FN400 nor the parietal old/new effect showed a pattern that is distinguishable, in terms of time window, size of effect, or scalp localization, from its corresponding component seen during a typical recognition experiment.
Past research has suggested that the parietal old/new is less strong (or absent) for implicit tasks (Rugg et al. 1998; Küper et al., 2012) . We think the reason for the discrepancy from our findings involves the lack of back-sorting based on subsequent memory. In the Rugg et al.
(1998) study, after the initial encoding that involved using a word in a sentence, subjects made one of two types of judgments for each item previously encoded: either a recognition test or an animacy categorization task (similar to our encoding task). Rugg et al. found that, while there were FN400 and parietal old/new effects during the old/new test for the recognition group, these effects were not evident in the data from the animacy categorization task. Instead, the categorization data showed an ERP pattern similar to that found for unrecognized words.
Küper et al. (2012) used a design more similar to ours. They contrasted two 'sessions' of an animacy task with an animacy task followed by an old/new test. They also compared identical versus 'different' pictures, and unlike Rugg et al. (1998) , did show marginally increased parietal activation from 500-700 in the implicit condition for identical repetitions. However, they found no significant effects for 'different' exemplars.
As alluded to above, the greatest difference between our study and those of Rugg et al. (1998) and Küper et al. (2012) is that we included a final memory test that enabled back-sorting as in the Dm studies. Because the other two studies did not back-sort the encoding trials, their repeated items involved a mixture of well-encoded items and those encoded more weakly, which would obscure potential memory effects. In the present study, for instance, the parietal old/new effects we found largely disappeared when encoding trials were analyzed without back-sorting.
In our view it is not surprising that these parietal old/new effects typically seen in an explicit memory test would occur in an incidental task when the trials that are analyzed (based on back-sorting) exclude explicit memory failures. This levels the playing field, so to speak. The RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 15 question then becomes whether these observed effects derive from an implicit memory system or an explicit memory system; our answer is that the proposed distinction of implicit and explicit memory systems is not valid (see Reder et al., 2009 for a comprehensive review). Instead, we believe that implicit memory and explicit memory should refer to tasks, not memory systems.
Given that both tasks tap the same memory representations, then when the strength of a memory trace is equated as it was in our study it is not surprising that the ERP patterns are so similar.
The current findings also shed some light on the debate concerning the functional significance of the FN400. As previously discussed, there has been disagreement about the extent of perceptual versus conceptual influences on the FN400 effect. The current results provide evidence that perceptual influences matter for the FN400 effect: at encoding, the FN400 was weaker for conceptual repetitions compared to perceptually identical repetitions. However, while perceptual influences seem to matter given conceptual priming, Paller's initial claim was more specific: that, in the absence of conceptual priming, the typical FN400 would not occur.
Paller's "absence of conceptual priming" seems to refer to situations where there should be no existing representation in semantic (long term) memory for the stimuli (e.g., novel kaleidoscope images) and thus no representation to prime. While we agree with that assessment, the current study was not designed to test that meaning of conceptual priming. Our goal was to see whether both the FN400 and parietal old/new effects could appear in a repetition priming task. Thus our design intended to reinstate the concept, as this would be necessary for recollection to occur for different exemplars.
For FN400 effects in the absence of conceptual priming, the evidence seems at best mixed. Yovel and Paller (2004) had found no FN400 for nonfamous faces; however, FN400 effects have later been found for this type of stimuli (Curran and Hancock, 2007 ; but see also MacKenzie and Donaldson, 2007) . Likewise, more direct tests using potentially less meaningful stimuli such as squiggles, blobs, or kaleidoscope images have been similarly divided (Voss and Paller, 2009 showed no FN400 effect, but see Groh-Bordin et al., 2006; Curran et al., 2002 ). The current study shows FN400 effects can reliably appear at encoding; at the least, this widens the field for future investigations on the issue.
Interestingly, the FN400 effect also did not appear to be influenced by back-sorting, as the magnitude of the effects for both conceptual and identical repetitions seemed little affected by subsequent memory. One of our interests was not only whether the traditional recognition test effects could be found during incidental encoding, but whether they could be used to predict later performance. We found that the parietal old/new effect was predictive and familiarity was not;
however, it bears mentioning that our task required discrimination that went beyond familiarity --to confidently distinguish between types of repetitions at test one needed to recollect both presentations. Therefore, it is possible that had we asked just for old/new, the FN400 might have predicted subsequent memory as well. Indeed, previous research suggests that the FN400 might predict performance given a more lenient test. In a regular old/new test, FN400s can distinguish missed old items from correctly identified old items in the absence of strong parietal old/new effects (Rugg et al., 1998) , and in a midazolam study, reliable FN400 effects (but no parietal old/new) were found for old items at test, with performance still well above chance (Curran et al., 2006) . The absence of FN400 differences between back-sorted and non-back-sorted items in our results may be a byproduct of the fact that, even when not back-sorted, identical repetitions were rarely classified as 'new' (only about 10% of the time).
Reliable parietal old/new effects were found for different exemplars when subjects' judgments were accurate, and interestingly, were also significant for different exemplars that were later identified as "same". This result seems sensible when considering that the parietal old/new effect is considered an indication of recollection. If a conceptual repetition is noted, then a parietal old/new effect should occur at the second presentation. In addition to the parietal old/new effect, different exemplars later recollected as identical were also less positive than the different exemplars correctly identified as "Different". Conceivably, this smaller positivity represents something like the standard 'Dm' effect, in which less positive amplitudes are associated with stimuli that are less strongly encoded. That is, subjects notice there is a repetition while doing the task, but the stimuli are not encoded as strongly as correctly identified different exemplars, and thus at test they could not remember whether or not the pictures were identical.
It is worth noting that correctly identified 'same' repetitions showed only a weak parietal old/new effect. Given that recollection at the second encoding was incidental to the task, recollection has to occur in a high percentage of trials to show a reliable effect. However, in the current study, subjects showed a bias to respond "same" when unsure of the type of repetitions, so correct responses for identical repetitions are likely to have fewer recollections and more 'lucky guesses' compared to different pairs that were correctly identified. This mixture of guesses in the identical condition may have obscured the parietal old/new effect by watering it down. We had attempted to reduce that bias by including the single condition, thereby allowing subjects to respond "single" if they did not remember two presentations. In a previous version of this paradigm (e.g., Manelis et al., 2011; in press) we did not include a single condition and the bias to respond "same" when unsure was very strong. Nevertheless, this bias to assume that two repetitions are identical still occurred in the present study as shown by the much more liberal  for same than different pairs.
Prior to the current study, studies of subsequent memory in ERP were confined to studying the standard Dm effect. The current study suggests that the components typically studied at test can be observed during encoding, and may be similarly predictive. In this case, the parietal old/new predicted the type of answer for different exemplars, and the effect combined with a greater positivity predicted the correct answer. A limitation of using the standard Dm paradigm for ERP is that it is insufficiently precise to enable discrimination between better versus worse responses; for instance, Dm studies of remember/know often have trouble distinguishing between 'know' and 'new' responses (Friedman and Trott, 2000; Yovel & Paller 2004 ). The current study offers a method of finessing these problems, as the effects found for different exemplars can distinguish not only between correct and incorrect, but also better and worse guesses.
Lastly, while our primary concern has been whether the FN400 and parietal old/new effect would appear in incidental tasks if we sort by memory strength, it is also worth discussing what these components might tell us about the encoding process. While both the FN400 and the parietal old/new effect reliably appeared at encoding, only the parietal old/new, which is thought to index recollection, predicted better performance. As our method used Dm, literally 'differences due to subsequent memory', we have focused on how back-sorting might let us predict these effects. However, studies of learning are sometimes concerned with whether recollection at encoding causes better memory. The so-called test effect popularized by Roediger and Karpicke (2006) demonstrates that retention is greater when subjects are asked to recall material rather than merely passively study it. While our subjects were not required to recall or recollect, the parietal old/new data suggest that they did. Further, the repetitions where this effect was strongest were those that demonstrated better encoding: the correct response or the next best RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 19 answer (correct in terms of two presentations). We had used the parietal old/new as a marker of these better encoded trials, but it could well be that the incidental retrieval, indexed by this component, is responsible for the ultimate better encoding of these trials, not the other way around.
Theories of explicit and implicit memory have considered retrieval intention to be a primary way to distinguish between types of memories. However, many of these studies have not equated the memory strength of the items being compared. When memory strength was equated in the current study, the parietal old/new effect was found to be a reliable Dm component, predicting better performance at test. More importantly, the current study shows that when the items of an incidental task are partitioned by memory strength, the two ERP signatures of 'intentional' retrieval can appear in an incidental task. These data support the view that implicit and explicit memory rely on the same underlying memory system, and that distinctions between 'explicit' and 'implicit' might be better thought of as differences in task, not memory itself.
Methods

Subjects
Twenty eight Carnegie Mellon University students (mean age: 19.6, 16 males) participated in this study to fulfill a research requirement for their undergraduate psychology course. Five subjects were excluded from the subsequent analyses. One subject was excluded because of an equipment malfunction. Four additional subjects were excluded because artifact rejection resulted in losing more than two-thirds of each subjects' trials. All analyses were conducted on the remaining twenty-three subjects.
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The picture stimuli consisted of color pictures of common man-made (e.g., tea kettle) and natural (e.g., apple) objects. Objects were chosen by first selecting concrete words from the MRC database (Kučera and Francis, 1967 ) that described either man-made or natural objects.
Then two different images were selected from the internet, using the corresponding word as the search cue. Two different pictures of each object were selected that were not visually similar.
Subjects from the lab who had not selected the images had to correctly label all pictures before we used them in the final stimulus pool.
For both types of stimuli, pictures were edited using Photoshop to ensure that the nature of the background (all white versus extraneous details) was not confounded with type of stimulus (i.e., pictures of natural objects were not more likely to have a background scene than pictures of man-made objects). There were two different pictures that corresponded to each word/concept so that each word was randomly assigned to repetition condition for each subject. For identical repetitions, one of the two pictures was randomly selected from the pair. For the different repetition condition, the order of presentation of the two pictures was randomly determined for each subject.
There were two phases to the study: an incidental encoding task and a surprise recognition test based on the preceding phase. Trials from the encoding phase formed a 2 (object type: man-made versus natural) x 3 (type of repetition: repeated identical, repeated different or single presentation) within subjects design. Subjects were to judge whether each sequentially presented image was a natural or man-made object. For each subject, stimuli were randomly assigned to type of repetition with the constraint that there was an equal number of each object (natural and man-made) per condition. The presentation order of stimuli within the encoding phase was randomly determined for each subject with the constraint that an equal number of singles appeared within the first and second half of the list and that the repetition pairs (identical or conceptual/different exemplar) were not presented in the same half of the 300 trials. In other words, the first half contained the first presentation of all stimuli that were to be repeated and half of the stimuli that were to be presented only once. There were 50 pictures per repetition type per half of the experiment. The entire encoding phase consisted of 300 trials. During the test phase, subjects were presented with words that corresponded to an object in the encoding phase.
Additionally, foil word probes were shown that were selected from a list of potential stimuli that had not been used during the encoding phase for that particular subject. There was a target word for every picture shown and there were half as many foil word probes giving 270 total test trials.
Order of presentation was randomly determined for each subject.4.3 ERP Methods EEG waveforms were recorded using 32 Ag-AgCL sintered electrodes (10-20 system) and a bio-amplification system (Neuroscan Inc., Sterling, VA). Neuroscan was used in conjunction with E-Prime (which recorded all behavioral data) to present the experiment and record behavioral and EEG measures. E-Prime was also used to insert markers into the waveform recording when behavioral events happened such as a key press for a response.
Participants sat in a Faraday Cage (an electrically shielded booth), looking through a window of radio-frequency shielded glass at stimuli presented on a computer display that was placed approximately one inch behind the window. Impedances were adjusted to be less than 5 k Ω. Data were sampled at a rate of 1 kHz with a band pass filter of 0.1-200 Hz.
In order to monitor and account for eye movements, electrodes were placed above and below the orbit of the left eye to record vertical eye movements. Horizontal eye movements were monitored with an additional pair of electrodes at the external canthi. The right mastoid served as the reference electrode, and scalp recordings were algebraically re-referenced offline to the average of the right and left mastoids.
Using EEGLab (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) , a toolbox of Matlab, data were corrected for ocular artifacts using ICA. Epochs of 1000 ms (including a 200 ms baseline) were extracted from the continuous recording and corrected over the pre-stimulus interval. Trials contaminated with voltages above 75 V or below −75 V were excluded from the analysis. The segmented data were then averaged across trials within each subject for each condition. For plotting, data were first smoothed using a 30 Hz low pass filter.
Procedure
Subjects sat in a Faraday cage approximately 70 cm away from a computer monitor and were instructed that the task was to judge each picture as natural or man-made, pressing the 7 key for natural and 2 key for man-made. They were told to keep their fingers resting of the response keys and to respond as quickly as possible while retaining high accuracy. Each trial began with a fixation cross that lasted between 1 and 1.2 seconds, and varied in duration from trial to trial. The trials in the encoding phase were self-paced, with each object being displayed until the subject made a response. In all, the encoding phase lasted approximately 10 minutes.
After subjects completed the encoding phase, they took a break for 5 minutes and then proceeded to a surprise recognition test. Subjects were shown words one at a time that described a particular category of natural or man-made items. The word either referred to one of the pictures that was shown during encoding or was a novel category word (there was no picture that corresponded to the word). Subjects pressed one of four keys, indicating whether or not they there was a fixation cross that varied in duration between 1 and 1.2 seconds. The word displays in the test phase were also self-paced. No feedback was provided.
Footnotes
1 While there were two other potential responses, "Single" and "New", the (error) response rate to these two potential responses for same and different pairs was indistinguishable (see Figure 1) so those response categories should not affect our calculations.
2 It is tempting to conclude based on these results that there is only priming for identical repetitions; however, the story may be more complicated than that. It is important to note that, although the different presentations with correct responses show the same level of priming as single presentations, numerically both same and different repetitions produce more priming when subjects respond "single" than when they remember that there were two presentations (see Fig.   S1 ). Our explanation is that there is a mixture of facilitation from repetition (priming) and a cost for noticing the repetition. That is, when subjects are reminded on the second presentation of the same or similar exemplar shown earlier, their response times are somewhat slowed from this "double-take." On those trials where they fail to recollect the earlier presentation, there is still priming but no added cost of the "double-take." We have replicated this pattern in three other experiments using a related paradigm (Manelis et al., 2011; Manelis et al., in press; Victoria et al., 2009) .
3 To check for potential laterality effects that may have been obscured by this clustering, we ran these same electrodes with laterality as an additional factor (left lateral, center, right lateral) and found no significant interactions with laterality. We also ran an initial set of exploratory analyses on just the Fz and Pz electrodes, as these had appeared to have the strongest differences from RUNNING HEAD: IDENTICAL VS. CONCEPTUAL REPETITION 26 visual inspection. The pattern of effects found were the same, although amplitude differences were slightly stronger.
4 An initial set of exploratory analyses had compared second correct second presentations to 'singles' instead of their first presentation at only the Pz electrode (which seemed to be where parietal old/new effects were strongest for Sames). In this case, the effect was reliable at alpha = .05, (i.e., with no correction for multiple comparisons).
